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Business Progression

Start Using the Products 
- Build up your PSV. PSV=personal sales volume

- Take before and after photos

- Talk to people about your results

- Sell products - you can buy at wholesale and sell at retail

Aim for 100 PSV per month 
- There is no minimum amount for you do buy every month, but if you want to grow your 

business, aim for 100 PSV per month

- If you are selling at retail, buy the products you will be selling on using your account 
and this will contribute to your 100 PSV

- Once you are regularly doing 100 PSV per month, consider signing people up under 
you, either as a preferred customer or a distributor

- You will get 5% of what your team make as well as what you are making by selling 
retail

Aim for 1000 GSV per month 
- Once you have a team you have signed up, you can add their points (their PSV) to 

your PSV to make a Group Sales Volume (GSV). When this happens and your 
business is on a growth curve, put in a LOI (letter of intent). A LOI is the first step to 
becoming an executive. An executive needs to do 100 PSV and have a GSV of 2000

- The month after LOI, you need to do 1500 GSV in a month (you are called a 
Qualifying Executive)

- The next month, you do 2000 GSV and you become an executive which is confirmed 
once you have shown you can keep up with 2000 GSV for another month

Aim for 2000 GSV per month to maintain your executive status 
- Maintain your executive status by having at least 100 PSV and 2000 GSV

- As an executive, you will get 7-15% commission on anyone signed up under you and 
anyone they have signed up. 
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- Encourage your team to become executive

Aim for 3000 GSV per month to maximise your commissions 
- although you only need 2000 GSV per month to maintain executive status, you get 

higher commission if you have at least 3000 GSV per month 

Build your team to Executive 
- When you have one Executive under you, they break away. This means you will get 

commission but you can’t use their GSV as part of your GSV, so you need to be 
continuing to get your own 2000 GSV (ideally 3000 GSV)

- Each executive you add, changes your pin title as follows:

- Gold Executive - one executive under you

- Lapis Executive - two executives under you

- Ruby Executive - 4 executives under you. A Ruby is also called a STAR

- Emerald Executive - 6 executives under you

- Diamond Executive - 8 executives under you

- Blue Diamond - 12 executives under you

- Team Elite - 15 executives under you

Company Goal 
- Build STARS (so build Ruby executives)
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